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1. Summary

2. Overview
It has been a challenge knowing where to begin when writing a summary of what

happened in crypto, blockchain and the metaverse in November 2022. The elephant in

the room is evidently the collapse of FTX and fears of a crypto contagion among

lenders. That story has been covered in �ne detail elsewhere, and anyone with even the

slightest interest in this space will likely be well versed.

Readers here would gain little alpha from a rehash of the narrative, and with that in mind,

our objective is really to lay out the facts.

Metaverse/Web3 expansion could overtake 2023 narrative

Retail investors ignore FTX and crypto lending turmoil to add Bitcoin at fastest ever
rate

Fed likely to ease aggressive rate hike campaign in H2 2023

Crypto adoption is consolidating in Europe

Bitcoin is decoupling from American and European equities

The UK reiterates its goal to become a global crypto capital

Reddit NFT holders hit 4 million

Commercial giants leap to Polygon as they look to build on metaverse ambitions

The FTX saga is an industry scandal, and investors have realised overwhelmingly
that this failure has nothing to do with blockchain technology, nor its many
innovations

FTX and Alameda collapsed in May/June of this year along with Three Arrows
Capital, and this is simply an inevitable, if delayed, aftershock

Criminals and their shockingly poor business practices have been exposed, which
is good for the overall health and maturity of the industry

There is a mass wealth transfer ongoing in the space from overleveraged traders to
value-seeking investors

Regulated entities o�ering reliable, sound investment products will be the biggest
winners

Blink and you will miss the next Web3 innovation
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3. Macro Signals
While later in this report we will get into the details of why the smallest Bitcoin holders

are buying the price dip in record numbers, it has to be said that there are macro

headwinds into 2023.

One point of contention not covered by economists is that while crypto and Bitcoin are

now in general more correlated with macro cycles, this market is an entirely separate

asset class to traditional risk assets like equities and its rises and falls do not necessarily

coincide with the wider economy.

There is also the 2024 Bitcoin halving to consider. We have witnessed a huge upswing

in speculation on Litecoin, the silver to Bitcoin's digital gold, over the last two months.

This is in part due to the upcoming Litecoin halving, whereby block rewards for the

cryptoasset are sliced in half. We are approximately 240 days away from the next

Litecoin halving. Between 1 November and 30 November, Litecoin added to its price by

a whopping 38.52%, while the overall crypto market went the entirely opposite

direction, declining by an average of 16.61%. Bitcoin, historically, has bottomed in price

between 542 days and 386 days away from its halving.

US: Which rate hike comes next?

The probability of another 75 basis point rate hike at the �nal FOMC meeting of 2022 on

14 December has been swinging around wildly depending on the leading comment of

the day.

Futures traders switched hawkish following China protests over Covid lockdowns and

comments from St Louis Fed President James Bullard in mid-November calling for US

interest rates to rise as high as 7%. Currently the US rate sits between 3.75% and 4%.

The chances of a 75bps rate hike in December 2022 swung back the other way after

Jerome Powell's more dovish comments, suggesting that smaller rate hikes could come

into play in the FOMC meeting on the 14th of this month.

As of 28 October the chance of a 25bps hike (to 4% to 4.25%) was still on the table,

although the �gures were low. These chances had reduced to zero by mid-November.

Now the majority of traders strongly believe a 50bps hike is incoming, potentially

followed by two sets of 25bps hikes in 2023, making these three the last of this current

US interest rate hiking cycle.

Bond market futures traders have recalculated their positions to an 81.8% chance of a

50bps hike, compared to just 18.2% for a 75bps jump.

https://www.litecoinblockhalf.com/
https://thehill.com/homenews/3753057-fed-president-sees-inflation-fight-stretching-into-2024/#:~:text=Louis%20Federal%20Reserve%20President%20James,Bullard%20said%20of%20that%20range.
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/11/30/fed-chair-jerome-powell-says-smaller-rate-hikes-could-come-in-december.html
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Pause or Pivot?

It has become increasingly clear that crypto acts as a leading indicator for the health of

the global economy.

The �rst sign that interest rate hikes could be coming to an end - not that they are

ending yet, just the signal that they are ending - will be positive for risk-on appetite and

hence broad scale investments in cryptoassets.

By looking at the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR), or the rate at which banks

lend to one another, we can see that traders are staking their claim on a US interest rate

that peaks at a terminal high of between 4.905% and 5.125% by the middle of next year.

This would make the cost of capital prohibitively high for startups and those seeking to

raise in the �rst half of 2023, leading to a wide-scale industry slowdown - the �nal

hibernation of crypto winter before the crypto spring, if you will - before roaring back in

the second half of next year when those capital costs start to come down.

As such, crypto markets will likely be on pause for the �rst few months of the new year.

A cynic may argue that what is most likely to happen is that the Fed will continue to raise

interest rates for six months longer than it needs to, before realising the depth of the

recession facing the world's second-largest economy.

And the main questions consuming analysts today is: will we have a soft landing or a

hard landing? If the world does face recession, which sectors and nations will be hit

hardest, and will the long-tail e�ects be mild, moderate or severe?

https://www.newyorkfed.org/markets/reference-rates/sofr-averages-and-index
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US yield curve inversions - what bond markets are telling us

Taking a brief detour into US bond yields, a couple of things leap out at us. The �rst is

just how far and how fast interest rates have been raised in 2022 to date. The second is

that it should come as little surprise that assets further out on the risk curve, like crypto,

have been depressed by the epic rise of these rates.

The yield curve is the closest thing investors have to a crystal ball.

When considering the potential for recession, analysts look at two things: the depth of

inversion and duration of inversion.

In happier economic times, long-term 10-year treasury bonds should pay a higher yield

than shorter-dated 2-year treasury bonds, to compensate investors for the opportunity

cost of locking up their cash for longer. When recession is on the horizon, these metrics

�ip, as investors see more risk in holding US debt for longer.

The US 2 year/10 year yield curve has now been inverted for over 140 days - almost

four months. We know a 2y/10y inversion has been a harbinger of every US recession

since the 1970s.

This long duration has been matched by depth.

The spread between the 2 year and the 10 year treasury hit 51 basis points in late

September. This is deeper than the 2007 inversion that preceded the Great Financial

Crisis, deeper than the 2000 inversion that led up to the 2001 recession, and deeper

than 1989 which set the stage for the 1990 recession.

As of 1 December 2022 that inversion is an even wider 74 basis points.

In fact you have to go all the way back to 1981 to �nd a deeper 2y/10y yield curve

inversion. Su�ce it to say things are not looking good for traditional assets, and it's why

so many investors are selling bonds and moving into cash and hard assets like Bitcoin.

The 3-month to 10 year yield curve is also deeply inverted at negative 73 basis points.

Every time the 3mo/10y yield curve has inverted, there has been a US recession.

The Fed will be forced to cut rates aggressively in the second half of 2023. That is of

little doubt. Some analysts are expecting rate cuts in the region of 300 to 350 basis

points (3% to 3.5%). Given a terminal interest rate high of 5%, that means we could end

2023 with US interest rates as low as 1.5%.

With the Bitcoin halving then just around the corner, this could factor into the start of a

huge bull market for the progenitor of this new asset class.

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/T10Y2Y
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The US is one of the world's largest markets for crypto, but it is certainly not the only

market. As proven by Chainalysis in their recent Global Adoption Index 2022: central,

northern and western Europe is the world's largest crypto economy, topping the tables

for the second year in a row. Users and institutional received $1.3 trillion in crypto

between July 2021 and June 2022. Western Europe alone contains six of the 40 largest

adopters: the UK, Germany, France, Spain, Portugal and the Netherlands.

Across 12 months the UK received $233bn in raw crypto transaction value, the research

shows, making it the largest of any European nation. This is despite the lack of a

comprehensive cryptocurrency regulation framework in place in Britain. Clarity around

taxation is advanced in the UK, but a much larger crypto economy could grow here with

sensible legislation that allows innovation while protecting consumers.

Lobbying for strong consumer protections while allowing digital asset innovation will

remain an uphill battle, given the number of skeptics in high o�ce. On 30 November,

economists at the European Central Bank �red yet another shot across Bitcoin's bow.

Ulrich Bindseil and Jürgen Schaaf write that Bitcoin's stabilisation in the wake of FTX is

“an arti�cially induced last gasp before the road to irrelevance”.

If one was being uncharitable, one could suggest that such a description actually refers

to money-printing central banks and not to crypto. But the fact remains that Bitcoin is

not going away, much as its critics would like it to.

Bitcoin at record negative correlation with Euro stocks

The correlation between Bitcoin prices and traditional European stock markets have

fallen to their lowest levels on record. The DAX40 is an index of the 40 largest

companies listed in Germany, that trade on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange.

Germany at large is considered a bellwether for the European economy, and the

DAX40 is a shorthand measure of the health of the nation's companies.

Data via IntoTheBlock shows the BTC/DAX40 correlation at -0.92 as of 1 December

2022. This is the lower �gure ever recorded.

German and European investors could see this negative correlation, with BTC prices

stable going into H2 2023, as a relatively positive signal for asset allocation. German

traders are certainly pricing in more de�ationary risks than in�ationary risks in the �rst

half of 2023, as we have seen the 10y/30y bund yield switch negative not once but

twice in the past two months.

Before December 2022 the 10y/30y German bund yield curve had only inverted once

before, for a single day in July 2008.

https://blog.chainalysis.com/reports/2022-global-crypto-adoption-index/
https://www.cityam.com/uk-is-now-the-largest-crypto-economy-in-europe/
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/blog/date/2022/html/ecb.blog221130~5301eecd19.en.html
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The ECB vice president Luis de Guindos said the FTX collapse was “not a surprise”, but

said the rapid demise of the unregulated o�shore exchange had made little impact on

broader �nancial markets.

“European citizens were not so a�ected,” argued Philipp Sandner, head of the

Blockchain Center at the Frankfurt School of Finance and Management. National

regulations in Germany speci�cally require companies holding customers' crypto to

register with �nancial authorities. BaFin is the �nancial regulator for Germany.

The best-regulated players in the space include (surprise surprise) ETC Group, whose

crypto ETP products are all issued from BaFin-approved prospectuses. All ETC Group

products, including BTCE which tracks the price of Bitcoin, and ZETH, which tracks the

price of Ethereum, are issued under the key EU legislation MiFiD II.

Correlations between BTC and stock markets dive to their lowest level in
three years.

The scale for correlations runs between +1 and -1. A correlation of 1 means asset prices

move perfectly in tune. A correlation of -1 means asset prices move in the exact

opposite direction to one another.

Since April 2022 the correlation peaks where Bitcoin moves more in tandem with

stocks have been getting shorter and shorter.

What conclusions can we draw from this? Bitcoin's heavily hyped correlation with

Western equities in the S&P 500 and Nasdaq earlier this year drew strong

condemnation from crypto critics. It would follow, naturally, that if Bitcoin were to diverge

signi�cantly from markets, as it has done here, surely those critics would turn more

positive? As a hard asset with a limited and predictable supply schedule, it would make

sense if Bitcoin is being treated less as an in�ation hedge, but more as a hedge against

calamity.

Even S&P Global, not noted for their crypto evangelism, wrote in November what many

holders know to be true, that over a longer time horizon: “Cryptocurrencies have

generally shown low return correlation with traditional �nancial assets.”

Bond indices align much more closely with gold than they do with cryptocurrencies,

S&P's research found.

https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/crypto-turmoil-not-surprise-says-ecb.995160
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But what is startling here is the lack of conclusions even the most highly-respected

analysts can draw. Is Bitcoin a commodity, like gold? Not really. Is it more akin to a tech

stock? “Some market participants attribute to cryptocurrencies a behaviour closer to

technology stocks, rather than to a currency, a commodity, or a large cap equity index:

high risk, high reward, and speculative in nature.”

S&P Global analysts found little evidence to support this thesis either.

There is a problem with the question. And hence the answer is di�cult to �nd. Look at

the opening line: “Some market participants attribute to cryptocurrencies…”

One can easily suggest that while they are based on the same blockchain technology,

there is such variance between Bitcoin and Ethereum that neither should be considered

part of the same market sector. One is a currency (or a store of value depending on

who you ask), while Ethereum is a global supercomputer designed for the arbitrary

computation of automatically-executing smart contracts.

The di�erences between other crypto projects (with many displaying no elements of

currency whatsoever) are larger still. As this area of research grows, we expect a

broadening out of suggestions to look at Bitcoin and Ethereum in much di�erent terms.

There remain multiple con�icting factors when predicting how badly the EU will be

a�ected by recession. Traditional measures such as employment are faring rather well,

considering. On 1 December 2022 euro area unemployment dropped to 6.5%, the

lowest since records began in 1998.
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Still, it will be tough for the ECB to continue raising rates as recession bites. As ING

analysts note: “It is one thing to hike into a recession, it is a di�erent thing to hike in the

middle of one.”

A pause or pivot in ECB tactics would again be positive for risk-on assets.

Bitcoin at historic negative correlation with US stocks

The correlation between Bitcoin prices and both the Nasdaq and the Dow Jones have

fallen to their third lowest levels on record. Analysing how far and how fast Bitcoin

prices move in relation to the US stock indices, we can see that BTC has a 30-day

rolling correlation to the NASDAQ 100 of -0.81999, and with the Dow Jones Industrial

Average of -0.85241.

As of 1 December 2022, the correlation between Bitcoin and the NASDAQ hit its third-

lowest value ever. Only two previous times has this score been lower: on 20 May 2019

and 27 May 2019, right at the nadir in the bottom of the 2018-2019 bear market.

Similarly, only two readings on the BTC/Dow Jones correlation are lower: on 13 May

2019 and 20 May 2019.

At this time, the price of Bitcoin was between $7,892 and $8,396.

4. Regulatory Signals
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Three signs the UK wants to be the biggest market in Europe for crypto

Testament to the fact that even at the highest level there are clear distinctions being

drawn between Bitcoin, crypto and the debacle that went on at FTX were comments

made by Andrew Gri�th, economy secretary to the UK Treasury.

“I'd like to reiterate that ambition of becoming a crypto hub,” he noted at a Financial

Times banking conference. I see crypto assets [and] distributed ledger technology as

an evolution of the UK's existing strength in �ntech.”

In the �rst days of December TradFi giant TP ICAP gained a UK crypto licence for its

upcoming exchange.

On 29 November 2022 FTSE Russell, the index company behind the FTSE 100,

launched its �rst index series covering the crypto market. This move is the latest signal

that the traditional �nance world is taking the long view on digital asset investments and

embracing it, even while markets su�er short-term pain from the FTX fallout. The

company is a subsidiary of the London Stock Exchange Group. Among the indices it

now provides are: FTSE Russell Bitcoin, FTSE Russell Cardano, FTSE Russell Ethereum,

as well as eight market-cap weighted baskets from large cap to nano-cap.

Blockchain leader wins key role in US Congress

Rep Tom Emmer is an avowed fan of blockchain technology and one of its lead

proponents in Washington. The Congressman from Minnesota's 6th district is the co-

chair of the Congressional Blockchain Caucus. In the recent midterm elections he won

the Republican party Whip, a position which gives Emmer signi�cant power and

in�uence, and in which he is charged with mobilising party support for various bills.

Earlier this year legislation lodged with lawmakers by Emmer and Texas senator Ted

Cruz attempted to prevent the Federal Reserve from ever issuing a CBDC directly to

individuals. With a Democrat-led Senate and with the Republicans winning a slim

majority in the House, it is likely that only bipartisan bills will make it to the President's

desk.

FTX crash couldn't happen here, says Europe

Brussels lawmakers believe they have cracked crypto regulation and say that an FTX -

style crash would not be possible under upcoming Markets in Crypto Assets regulation.

5. On-Chain Signals

Bitcoin

Liquidity demand: Exchange �ows

https://www.uktech.news/crypto/treasury-cryptoasset-ambition-20221130
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2022/12/01/tradfi-giant-tp-icap-gains-uk-crypto-license/
https://www.fnlondon.com/articles/ftse-russell-crypto-index-digital-assets-20221129
https://congressionalblockchaincaucus-schweikert.house.gov/members
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/u-s-legislators-publish-multiple-cbdc-bills-with-privacy-emphasis/
https://www.politico.eu/article/crypto-european-union-ftx-lawmakers-claim/
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Out�ows and in�ows largely matched one another in November despite market turmoil.

Bitcoin in�ows climbed by 75% to $21.6 billion in November while out�ows jumped by

62% from to $23.1 billion.

Heightened in�ow activity was like a result of traders moving Bitcoin into selling

positions on exchanges after the collapse of FTX while out�ows represented users

moving their BTC away from exchanges and into self-custody. Neutral Bitcoin.

Futures activity

Bitcoin futures trading volume continued to decline in November and fell to $631 billion

by month's end. This was the lowest level of futures activity recorded this calendar year.

Bearish Bitcoin

HODLer behaviour

In the month of November, the number of accounts holding Bitcoin for under one month

jumped by 25% in spite of the price of Bitcoin falling by roughly 17%. First-time buyers

looked to capitalise on distressed market conditions by purchasing Bitcoin at �re sale

prices. Bullish Bitcoin.

Institutional Demand

Institutional demand for BTC dissipated in November with European Bitcoin ETPs

registering $400 million worth of redemption orders. Bearish Bitcoin.
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Ethereum

Liquidity demand: Exchange �ows

Out�ows marginally eclipsed in�ows in November. Ethereum exchange in�ows bounced

by 58% to $31.6 billion in October while out�ows vaulted by 71% to $34.6 billion.

In�ows signalled traders looking to sell ETH on exchanges while out�ows indicated

investors looking to pull liquidity away from exchanges and into self-custody in light of

users losing con�dence in centralised custodians like FTX. Neutral Ethereum.

Futures activity

Ethereum futures trading volume recovered to $667 billion in November after

experiencing a lull in October. Bullish Ethereum.

HODLer behaviour

Ethereum holders continued to accumulate in November. The total number of Ethereum

holders continued to reach new heights and currently stands at 86 million users. Bullish

Ethereum.

Institutional demand

November was marked by heavy �ows away from Ethereum investment products in the

European ETP market. Investors chose to move away from risk-on assets with as much

as $292 million withdrawn from funds tracking Ethereum. Bearish Ethereum.
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6. Altcoin Brief
Cardano

Emurgo, the commercial arm of Cardano, has announced that it will be launching a

stablecoin pegged to the US dollar on the Cardano blockchain in 2023. The stablecoin

will be called USDA and will let users convert USD or Cardano's native token, ADA, on

its network to improve liquidity.

This could signi�cantly enhance activity within the Cardano DeFi ecosystem that has

less than $60 million in TVL at this time – a fraction of the �gure found on Ethereum or

Binance.

Earlier in September, Emurgo committed $200 million over the next three years to

improving Cardano's decentralised landscape and improving user participation.

Litecoin

Litecoin saw its price surge in November despite the implosion of FTX that engulfed the

wider cryptoasset market. Its price appreciated by 42% in November – from $55 to

$78.

Litecoin's breakout performance comes in light of data released by the Litecoin

Foundation that shows mining di�culty reached an all-time-high of almost 18 million

hashes in November. This means more miners are joining the network than ever before

but also that there is more competition for mining rewards.

Part of the reason why miners are turning to Litecoin may also �nd its explanation in

Ethereum's switch to Proof of Stake in September that left many in search of new Proof

of Work blockchains on which to deploy GPU mining equipment.

Polkadot

Polkadot has launched nomination pools for stakers on its network. Nomination pools

allow stakers to pool together DOT, the native token of Polkadot, to nominate validators

and receive rewards. Users can stake as little as 1 DOT to earn rewards by securing the

Polkadot network.

This represents an in�ection point in the digital asset space as it lowers the barrier of

entry for stakers and disincentives them from using third-party services that may look to

establish centralised control of the network.

Polygon

Polygon's low gas fees and interoperability with Ethereum make it a popular chain for

Web2 and Web3 companies to build on.

https://www.coindesk.com/tech/2022/11/18/cardano-based-regulated-stablecoin-usda-will-hit-the-market-in-early-2023/
https://defillama.com/chains
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/09/29/cardanos-founding-entity-emurgo-to-invest-over-200m-to-boost-ecosystem/
https://coinmarketcap.com/community/post/320583059
https://medium.com/polkadot-network/nomination-pools-are-live-stake-natively-with-just-1-dot-3a9ea27fbd50
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Solana-based NFT marketplace Magic Eden has extended support for Polygon NFTs as

it looks to tap into the network's growing user base. Magic Eden is second to only

OpenSea in terms of trading volume and saw $95 million worth of NFTs change hands

on its platform in November.

Ripple

Ripple is seeking to obtain a digital asset provider licence in the Republic of Ireland so it

can “ passport ” its services across Europe.

Ripple's long-run dispute with the SEC has driven most of its business outside the US

with most of the enterprise blockchain company's revenue now coming from Europe.

Ripple recently signed deals with the French payment facilitator Lemonway and Xbhat, a

company focused on remittance payments between Sweden and Thailand.

A host of digital asset �rms are eager to enter the European market in light of the

healthy regulatory standards MiCA promises to bring with it in contrast to the debated

legal status of digital assets in the US. The EU will vote on the �nal draft of MiCA in

February.

Solana

Solana lost more than half its value in November because of its ties with the now

bankrupt FTX. It is reported that FTX and its sister company Alameda Research held

$982 million worth of SOL as late as 10 November – making them among the largest

holders of the token.

The association between Solana and FTX sparked a wave of panic selling and saw DeFi

and NFT trading activity largely muted on the blockchain.

Solana ecosystem participants like representatives of the decentralised hotspot

network Helium and Magic Eden have responded by underlining the fundamentals of

the Solana blockchain remain unchanged for projects looking to build on it.

On 29 November, Phantom, the largest wallet in the Solana ecosystem, tweeted that it

will be expanding its self-custody services to Ethereum and Polygon in a bid to compete

with Web3 wallets like Metamask.

7. Into the Metaverse
November was a huge month for metaverse-related brands and products, with thematic

signals around the megatrend continuing to attract investors far and wide.

https://www.coindesk.com/web3/2022/11/22/nft-marketplace-magic-eden-expands-support-for-polygon-based-nfts/
https://dappradar.com/nft/marketplaces
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2022/11/18/ripple-seeks-crypto-license-in-the-republic-of-ireland-report/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/11/18/crypto-startup-ripple-seeks-license-in-ireland-to-drive-eu-expansion.html?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_content=Main&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1668772983
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/11/18/crypto-startup-ripple-seeks-license-in-ireland-to-drive-eu-expansion.html?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_content=Main&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1668772983
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/10/11/ripple-builds-new-partnerships-in-france-and-sweden-despite-crypto-bear-market/
https://decrypt.co/115378/solana-market-cap-shrinks-below-litecoin-in-long-descent
https://decrypt.co/114767/solana-plummet-week-amid-ftx-collapse
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/11/10/helium-network-founder-pledges-to-stick-with-solana-after-bloody-day-for-sol/
https://blockworks.co/news/solana-community-remains-bullish-despite-ftx-fallout
https://twitter.com/phantom/status/1597597365774749697?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1597597365774749697%7Ctwgr%5E1478ca42dc043619b743b72de59f2fe9266eb856%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeincrypto.com%2Fphantom-wallet-adopts-multichain-strategy-supports-ethereum-polygon%2F
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Art Basel took centre stage in Miami in late November into the �rst days of December,

with Nike debuting their CryptoKicks sneaker line and Porsche also launching its �rst

range of NFTs. Famed NFT collector Gmoney (whose appearance on Bloomberg's Odd

Lots podcasts remains a 2022 highlight) and his 9dcc fashion line were the talk of the

town, with a clutch of limited edition garments with an NFC-enabled patches conferring

holders a Proof of Attendance entry to additional events across the Bitcoin-friendly city.

While mainstream journalists are somehow still sco�ng at the potential for brand

engagement with fans through scarce digital property (upon which makers and

creators can confer new experiences, rights and rewards), the fact is that NFTs are in

the midst of mass mainstream adoption.

Reddit's Polygon-based Digital Collectibles are having a moment, and while it was

amusing to see users on Twitter bash NFT technology in favour of praise for their new

collectible avatars, they do not yet perhaps understand that Polygon is an Ethereum-

scaling blockchain. The number of collectible avatar holders is now nearing 4 million,

adding an additional $11.7m to Reddit's top line revenue.

Blockchain-based pictures designed by Reddit users have been available to purchase

since July 2022, and despite a fall-o� in the rate of new mints after an initial jump, those

�gures have come roaring back in the last two months.

https://newsroom.porsche.com/en_US/2022/technology/porsche-unveils-entry-into-virtual-worlds-at-art-basel-in-miami-30529.html
https://dune.com/polygon_analytics/reddit-collectible-avatars
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Morningstar - a TradFi behemoth not known for its innovation, and which has a website

that looks like it was made in 1995 - was among the sites to leap on a report suggesting

that NFT sales fell a record amount in November 2022. First, this is an innovation just a

couple of years old, so historic totals give us little data to rely on. Second, given the

history of such skepticism we should expect many more reports suggesting that NFTs

are so over.

In this vein, it is worth noting that in 2022 to date, 27 news articles have declared

Bitcoin, blockchain or crypto and its swathe of innovations to be useless, irrelevant or

indeed, as dead as a doornail. In total, the �gure is 467, and counting.

The �rst, from December 2010, was headlined ‘Why Bitcoin can't be a currency', and

the latest, published on 30 November, was a two-man takedown of the progenitor of

this new asset class by Ulrich Bindseil and Jürgen Schaaf of the European Central

Bank, claiming Bitcoin is “on the road to irrelevance”. Amid the �rst speculative rush of

2017, 124 such hit-jobs made headlines, being the largest collection of falsehoods to

date.

It does seem to be a pretty irresistible if lazy conclusion, given the average 36 annual

similar declarations by journalists and researchers. While Mark Twain may have

something to say about BTC's death being greatly exaggerated, it is said those that fail

to learn from history are doomed to repeat it, and one might suggest Messrs Bindseil

and Schaaf could learn something from the phrase.

https://www.morningstar.com/news/marketwatch/20221205419/nft-sales-volume-at-a-record-low-after-20-drop-in-november#:~:text=Overall%20sales%20volume%20saw%20a,Balthazar%2C%20an%20NFT%20gaming%20platform.
https://99bitcoins.com/why-bitcoin-cant-be-a-currency/
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/blog/date/2022/html/ecb.blog221130~5301eecd19.en.html
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The number of daily active Polygon wallets has 4x'd in the last �ve months, from an

average of fewer than 200,000 to over 1 million.

Polygon is a Layer 2 scaling solution for Ethereum, which allows the underlying

blockchain to process transactions near-instantly and with vastly reduced fees.

The blockchain-based portion of the creator economy is alive and well, even while

crypto markets struggle for momentum and direction in the midst of Crypto Winter.

Toymaking giant Mattel is the latest domino to fall, launching an expanded version of its

NFT marketplace on the Flow blockchain this month. The $6.3bn market cap Californian

conglomerate owns the rights to popular brands including Barbie, Matchbox, UNO and

Fisher Price.

Apple has now made its metaverse intentions quite clear, with a swathe of job postings

picked up by Bloomberg. The tech giant is the world's most valuable company. And

work on its highly-secretive but hugely anticipated virtual reality/augmented reality

headset continues. In one job listing, Apple seeks developers for a “3D mixed reality

world” that sounds very much like its own metaverse. In a second posting, Apple lays

out its intentions to create a video service for the headset to feature “3D content that

can be played in virtual reality. In May 2020 Apple acquired NextVR for a reported

$100m, a company which develops tech for producing and broadcasting events in VR.

https://nftlately.com/mattel-launches-an-nft-marketplace-with-hot-wheels-collection/
https://www.macworld.com/article/1379493/apple-metaverse-vr-ar-headset-reality-one.html
https://9to5mac.com/2020/05/14/apple-nextr-ar-headset/
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ETC Group created Europe's �rst Metaverse ETF (METR) to allow investors exposure to

this megatrend, pegged at a total $13 trillion valuation by investment bank Citi.

Nike too has spied a major opportunity in NFTs, launching its Web3 platform .SWOOSH.

It becomes one of a clutch of retail-focused platforms to partner with the Polygon

blockchain to allow devoted creators to build and sell virtual trainers and clothing and

unlock extra experiences using token incentives. ETC Group also o�ers a 100%

physically-backed exchange-traded product (MTCE) which tracks the price of Polygon.

The sports brand joins Reddit, Starbucks, Instagram, Robinhood and JP Morgan as

users on Polygon have exploded upwards. It is particularly interesting to see this

mainstream adoption and NFT innovation come amid the worst bear market in recent

memory.

Metaverse tech involves the development of a wide range of sectors, from smart

manufacturing to gaming, VR to augmented reality, 5G, blockchain-based payments to

digital identity, and more.

More good news from the metaverse space came in the form of a whopping $2bn fund

announcement from Animoca Brands, as covered in a 30 November exclusive by Nikkei

Asia.

For context, that makes it the fourth-largest crypto/blockchain fund in history, behind

only behemoths a16z and Paradigm.

https://etc-group.com/meta/
https://about.nike.com/en/newsroom/releases/nike-launches-swoosh-a-new-digital-community-and-experience
https://etc-group.com/products/polygon/
https://dailyhodl.com/2022/10/25/reddit-nfts-on-polygon-matic-abruptly-soar-642-in-sales-volume-this-month-reaching-nearly-3000000-users/
https://polygon.technology/blog/starbucks-taps-polygon-for-its-starbucks-odyssey-web3-experience
https://about.fb.com/news/2022/05/introducing-digital-collectibles-to-showcase-nfts-instagram/
https://polygon.technology/blog/robinhood-launches-deposits-and-withdrawals-for-matic-on-the-polygon-network
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-11-02/jpmorgan-executes-its-first-defi-trade-using-public-blockchain
https://asia.nikkei.com/Editor-s-Picks/Interview/Blockchain-group-Animoca-to-form-metaverse-fund
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The fund will aid mid-to-late-stage startups, co-founder Yat Sui said, with a prime focus

on “everything digital property rights”.

The Web3/NFT VC investor appears on the cap table of most leading brands in the

space, from NFT marketplace leader Opensea, to NBA Top Shot creator Dapper Labs

and play-to-earn gaming platform Axie In�nity. The fund intends to make its �rst

investment in 2023, Sui said.

Animoca won $65m in funding in 2021 from French gaming studio Ubisoft, Sequoia

Capital's Chinese arm and crypto-focused fund Dragon�y Capital, valuing it at $2.2bn.

ETC Group's METR ETF, a collection of the 50 companies slated to win biggest from

the next logical iteration of the internet, was up 8.46% in November according to

Financial Times data, outpacing the US technology sector by more than 6%. This marks

another large win for diversi�ed investors who have watched tech companies hit by

recession fears start to make large layo�s. METR was the �rst metaverse ETF launched

in Europe.

According to one tech sector tracker, there were 1138 rounds of job cuts in the wider

sector through mid-November 2022, a�ecting 182,605 people. That such largesse is

being reigned in means that canny investors must try to identify where the leanest

companies reside and where the largest pro�ts over the next two years are going to be

made.

On 14 November 2022 Nike launched its Web3 project SWOOSH “that champions

athletes and serves the future of sport by creating a new, inclusive digital community

and a home for Nike digital creations”. The $170bn market cap sporting giant launched

its Virtual Studios arm earlier this year in a bid to capitalise on the massive retail

opportunity from creators making scarce digital NFT sneakers and garments, and

tagging on additional interactive experiences for fans. The company plans to use

SWOOSH to sell virtual sneakers and other fashion goods, and allow consumers to

show them o� in virtual games. “Shortly after the �rst digital collection drops,” Nike

writes, “members will be able to enter a community challenge to win the opportunity to

co-create a virtual product with Nike”. The key point for investors to note, and the

reason why NFTs expand far beyond speculative purchases of cartoon monkeys is

here: “Those winners can earn a royalty on the virtual product they help co-create”.

Expanding ownership to a company's audience is the very de�nition of Web3, and a

democratising force that means anyone can create, collect and own a piece of this new

digital world.

Global institutions are digging deeper into the metaverse.

https://www.animocabrands.com/animoca-brands-raises-usd65000000-at-usd2200000000-valuation
https://www.hanetf.com/product/45/fund/etc-group-global-metaverse-ucits-etf-acc
https://markets.ft.com/data/etfs/tearsheet/performance?s=METR:LSE:USD
https://www.trueup.io/layoffs
https://www.swoosh.nike/
https://www.sneakerfreaker.com/news/nike-virtual-studios-metaverse-info
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On 23 November, KPMG appointed its �rst-ever Head of Metaverse Futures in Australia.

KPMG holds that virtual interactions in the Metaverse will transform client engagement

and open up additional revenue streams for the �rm. The new role will look to make this

a reality by attracting users to Metaverse pathways KPMG will be constructing over the

next two years.

Ernst and Young (EY) is integrating Wavespace with the metaverse. Wavespace is a

digital interaction network that was launched in 2017 to connect EY employees

worldwide. The company's research team is already locating business opportunities in

sub-sectors like web animation and game development in addition to Augmented

Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) technologies.

The blockchain developer Elrond has rebranded to MultiversX in a pivot toward

metaverse exploration. In the past, Elrond's operation had catered to Layer 1 blockchain

tech but the company is now concentrating on creating metaverse-related products like

a virtual reality portal and digital assets holder to spur user adoption.

Digital asset managers also remain committed to providing investors value from the

latest innovations being made by companies working in the space. ETC Group's

Metaverse ETF – METR – was rebalanced on 14 November 2022 as part of its quarterly

rebalancing schedule. It provides exposure to the best global companies building out

Metaverse technology.

Notable entries to METR include Snow�ake (NASDAQ: SNOW). It is a leader in cloud-

based storage solutions for companies around the world. It is increasing its revenue by

a compound average growth rate of 133% per year, and is anticipated to become

pro�table for the �rst time in 2023.

NetEase (HK: 9999) has been another meaningful addition to METR. It is primarily

focused on publishing popular PC, mobile and online games in Japan and South Korea.

As a recent report on the Metaverse by Deloitte suggests, the opportunity here is “no

longer science �ction”, and the metaverse as a whole should contribute $1.4 trillion each

year to the Asian market.

8. Outlook
The Federal Reserve is likely to ease its hawkish campaign of interest rate markups
in December. Futures traders are pricing in the high probability of a 50bps rate hike
during the upcoming FOMC meeting on 14 December. This would be a departure
from the four consecutive 75bps rate hikes the Fed has already issued this year.
The central bank is looking to avoid sending the US economy into a mild recession
amid weakening signs of economic growth.

https://www.forbes.com.au/news/innovation/kpmg-goes-deep-into-the-metaverse-with-new-
https://cointelegraph.com/news/metaverse-explosion-will-be-driven-by-b2b-not-retail-consumers-kpmg-partner
https://cryptotvplus.com/2022/11/ernst-young-doubles-down-on-the-metaverse-with-wavespace/
https://www.ey.com/en_gl/news/2022/10/ey-wavespace-and-ey-metaverse-lab-help-clients-transform-for-the-decentralized-economy-driven-by-the-metaverse-and-web3
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/11/04/blockchain-startup-elrond-rebrands-to-focus-on-metaverse/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/elrond-rebrands-as-multiversx-shifts-focus-to-the-metaverse
https://www.hanetf.com/product/45/fund/etc-group-global-metaverse-ucits-etf-acc
https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/snow
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/9999:HK
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/sg/Documents/about-deloitte/sea-about-the-metaverse-in-asia.pdf
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Retail investors are adding Bitcoin to their kitty at the fastest pace recorded this
year. In November, the number of accounts holding Bitcoin for under one month
jumped by 25% from 2,434,057 to 3,079,997 in spite of the price of BTC falling by
roughly 17%. Ethereum holder behaviour also remained resilient with the total
number of ETH holders reaching new heights to stand at 86 million users. Crypto
investor behaviour signals that sentiment remains undeterred by market
�uctuations in the bear market.

The correlation between Bitcoin and traditional US and European stock markets
are near their lowest levels on record. As the correlation between Bitcoin and
equities continues to unwind, digital assets are reclaiming their narrative as an
investment alternative for market participants looking to hedge their bets against
traditional �nancial assets.

As more information on the illicit dealings of FTX are publicly disclosed, investors
are quickly realising that its implosion had less to do with the fundamentals of
blockchain technology and more to do with the pitfalls of using unregulated crypto
exchanges. The most discerning retail and institutional investors' belief in the
untapped value of the cryptoasset industry is gradually recovering.

There are fresh industry calls in the US for enforcement agencies and lawmakers to
come together and produce comprehensive legislation on how to regulate the
cryptoasset space as the fallout from the FTX implosion rolls on. In contrast, the EU
is establishing itself as a global leader in regulation as European lawmakers look set
to vote in landmark Markets in Crypto Assets (MiCA) bill in February 2023 that will
extend the block's oversight to exchanges, blockchain companies, and other digital
asset service providers.

The UK reiterated its aim in November to transform itself into a crypto capital and
attract leading innovators, developers, and investors. The intent comes hand in
glove with the government's e�orts to bring clarity to the sector, through its
Financial Services and Markets (FSM) bill, which is awaiting approval in the upper-
chamber of parliament.
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General disclaimer
The information provided in this research report is for informative purposes only and does not constitute
investment advice, a recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction.
This document (which may be in the form of a research report, press release, social media post, blog post,
broadcast communication or similar instrument – we refer to this category of communications generally
as a “document” for purposes of this disclaimer) is issued by ETC Issuance GmbH (the “issuer”), a limited
company incorporated under the laws of the Germany. This document has been prepared in accordance
with applicable laws and regulations (including those relating to �nancial promotions). If you are
considering investing in any securities issued by ETC Group, including any securities described in this
document, you should check with your broker or bank that securities issued by ETC Group are available
in your jurisdiction and suitable for your investment pro�le.

Exchange-traded commodities/cryptocurrencies, or ETCs, are a highly volatile asset and performance is
unpredictable. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The market price of
ETCs will vary and they do not o�er a �xed income. The value of any investment in ETCs may be a�ected
by exchange rate and underlying price movements. This document may contain forward looking
statements including statements regarding ETC Group’s belief or current expectations with regards to the
performance of certain asset classes. Forward looking statements are subject to certain risks,
uncertainties and assumptions, and there can be no assurance that such statements will be accurate and
actual results could di�er materially. Therefore, you must not place undue reliance on forward-looking
statements.

This document does not constitute investment advice nor an o�er for sale nor a solicitation of an o�er to
buy any product or make any investment. An investment in an ETC that is linked to cryptocurrency, such
as those o�ered by ETC Group, is dependent on the performance of the underlying cryptocurrency, less
costs, but it is not expected to match that performance precisely. ETCs involve numerous risks including
among others, general market risks relating to underlying adverse price movements and currency,
liquidity, operational, legal and regulatory risks.

This document fairly represents the opinions and sentiments of the ETC Group, as at the date of its
issuance, but it should be noted that such opinions and sentiments may be revised from time to time.

ETC Issuance GmbH, incorporated under the laws of Germany, is the issuer of any securities described in
this document, under the base prospectus dated 23 November 2021, and previously the the base
prospectus dated 14th January 2021 and prospectus dated 4 June 2020,, and various sets of �nal terms
(in relation to BTCE, ZETH and other series of securities issued under that base prospectus), in each case
as supplemented from time to time, and approved by BaFin. Any decision to invest in securities o�ered by
ETC Group (including products and amounts) should take into consideration your speci�c circumstances
after seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. You should also read the latest version of the
prospectus and/or base prospectus before investing and in particular, refer to the section entitled ‘Risk
Factors’ for further details of risks associated with an investment. These prospectuses and other
documents are available under the “Resources” section at etc-group.com. When visiting this website, you
will need to self-certify as to your jurisdiction and investor type in order to access these documents, and
in so doing you may be subject to other disclaimers and important information.

If you are in the UK, US, or Canada
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Information contained in this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an
advertisement or any other step in furtherance of a public o�ering in the United States or Canada, or any
state, province or territory thereof, where neither the issuer nor its products are authorised or registered
for distribution or sale and where no prospectus of the issuer has been �led with any securities regulator.
Neither this document nor information in it should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or
indirectly) into the United States.

Publications & Social media Disclosure
Social media posts (including, but not limited to, LinkedIn and Twitter) of ETC Group and its subsidiaries
(“Social Media”) are not, and should not be considered to be recommendations, solicitations or o�ers by
ETC Group or its a�liates to buy or sell any securities, futures, options or other �nancial instruments or
other assets or provide any investment advice or service. ETC Group makes all reasonable e�orts to
ensure that the information contained on Social Media is accurate and reliable; however, errors
sometimes occur. You should note that the materials on Social Media are provided “as is” without any
express or implied warranties. ETC Group does not warrant or represent that the materials on Social
Media are accurate, valid, timely or complete.

Risks of Cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrencies are highly volatile assets and are known for their extreme �uctuations in prices. While
there is potential for signi�cant gains, you are at risk of losing parts or your entire capital invested. The
value of the ETCs is a�ected by the price of its underlying cryptocurrency. The price of cryptocurrencies
can �uctuate widely and, for example, may be impacted by global and regional political, economic or
�nancial events, regulatory events or statements by regulators, investment trading, hedging or other
activities by a wide range of market participants, forks in underlying protocols, disruptions to the
infrastructure or means by which crypto assets are produced, distributed, stored and traded. The price of
cryptocurrencies may also change due to shifting investor con�dence in future outlook of the asset class.
Characteristics of cryptocurrencies and divergence of applicable regulatory standards create the
potential for market abuse and could lead to high price volatility. Amounts received by Bondholders (i)
upon redemption of the Bonds in USD, in cases where Bondholders are prevented from receiving
cryptocurrency for legal or regulatory reasons; or (ii) upon sale on the stock exchange depend on the
price performance of the relevant cryptocurrency and available liquidity.

For a detailed overview of risks associated with cryptocurrencies and speci�cally associated with the
ETCs, please refer to the prospectus and base prospectus available at the issuer’s website at www.etc-
group.com.


